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Our Goals 

1. Continue where Part 1 of the ADP left off and 
focus on selling the company 

2. Provide a usable framework which fosters 
entrepreneur and investor alignment and 
provides the communication tools needed for 
proper execution 

3. Make the method attractive to CEOs by 
bringing value to the company through its 
implementation well before and independent of 
an exit. 

4. LEARN FROM TODAY’S AUDIENCE! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last point is most important



Agenda 

1. Background 
1. ABCs vs PTCs 
2. 6 Levels of Angel Involvement 
3. Factors Which Impact Angels’ Returns 

2. Buyers and Value 
1. Strategic vs Financial Acquisitions 
2. Build Shareholders Value 

3. SVP Method Overview 
1. Lean Startup Method and Strategic Planning 
2. Evolution of the SVP 
3. When is the SVP Method Introduced to Entrepreneurs? 
4. How is the SVP Method Implemented? 
5. Who Participates in the SVP Method? 

4. Four Essential SVP Tools 
5. Ten Steps of the SVP Method 
6. Summary         

 



ABCs vs PTCs 

Publicly Traded Companies 
(PTCs):  

•Success defined as having their 
stock price increase faster than 
the market overall (generally) and 
faster than their sector 
(specifically).  Instantaneous 
pricing and liquidity make it easy 
to keep score. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start off, let’s talk about why angel investing is so much different than buying shares of AAPL, a SPDR index ETF, or Growth Fund of America?  



ABCs vs PTCs 

Angel Backed Companies (ABCs):  
•Success defined as returning 
investment to investors.  

•No transparent pricing or liquidity, 
so (for those which are not intended 
to be cash flow vehicles) only know 
if successful on the day that 
company is sold or IPO lockup 
period passes. 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the contrary



ABCs vs PTCs 

PTCs: 
•Don’t know that YOU own it 
•Buying shares usually 
provide cash to previous 
investor, not company payroll 

•Cannot negotiate your price 
•Return determined by when 
you buy and when you sell  

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beyond the basic definition of success, let’s talk about some other differences



ABCs vs PTCs 

PTCs: 
Holding period=  
Wait and Hope! 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biggest difference



ABCs vs PTCs 

ABCs: 
•Meet the company 
•Create jobs in your backyard 
•Negotiate your price and 
terms 

•Influence the outcome 
through your involvement 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In contrast...



ABCs vs PTCs 

ABCs: 
Holding period =  
Demonstrate “Director Alpha”!  

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is why this is so fun



Six Levels of OTAF Involvement 

1. Attend monthly membership meetings 
2. Attend monthly Investment Screening Committee 

meetings 
3. Participate on Due Diligence Teams 
4. Make customer/HR referrals  

1. Ideally through a BOD member to avoid CEO distraction 

5. Join sidecars (write checks alongside our four funds) 
6. Represent OTAF on the Board of Directors 
Note: There are cases when an angel steps into an 
operating role with a company, but these are the 
exception, not the norm. Additionally, there may be ways 
to get involved as a volunteer advisor through programs 
like the TechColumbus Advisor Network. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So the ability to be an active investor is part of the allure of ABCs, so how exactly can one get involved?



Building Alpha:  
Factors Which Influence Returns 

•% of Company owned by investor after initial 
investment 

•Make follow-on investments to offset dilution? 
•Take full advantage of tax benefits? 
•What is portion of the distribution waterfall? 
•% of Company owned by investor when it is sold 
in M&A? 

•How much can their connections help the 
company? 

•How much does their boardroom behavior 
increase the company’s sale proceeds? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we know how one can get involved, let’s talk about how that involvement can influence returns



OTAF’s View 

“Many angels sub-optimize 
the #1 benefit of buying 
stock in ABCs…our ability 
to drive our returns by 
driving the exit.” 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, we feel that through lack of tools or inexperience, we, as angels, are not taking full advantage!



Discussion Pause: Background 

 

 
Rebuttal? 

War Stories? 
Want to discuss further? 



Building Shareholder Value and Capital 
Efficiency 

•#1 Job of a BOD is to build shareholder 
value...but what does this mean and how??? 

•A cash exit offer is an infinitely more objective 
measure of value than any accounting derived 
measure of value. 

•Therefore, build Buyers’ Value to build 
shareholders value: 

 
“Expending Capital on resources & activities 
which do not raise our Strategic Bidders’ Value 
(SVB) is bad stewardship of our investors’ 
cash.” 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we all know from fcorp governance 101 that the job of BOD is to maximize shareholder value, but how? Make company attractive to a value



Financial or Strategic Buyers? 

 
• Required reading: Chapter Two of Dr. Tom 
McKaskill’s Ultimate Exits 
(www.drexit.net/page6/ultimateexits.html) 

 
• The unsurpassed explication of the difference 
between strategic & financial bidders! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before diving in, put a star next to this slide and remember to download the free book

http://www.drexit.net/page6/ultimateexits.html


Financial Bidders 

•Focus on “rear view mirror” 
•  Pay 3 - 8X EBITDA (Earnings before 
Interest, Taxes, Depreciation & Amortization) 

•Accretive to earnings and cash flow? 
•Will EBITDA continue? 

•But…..growing EBITDA devours capital & takes 
years 

•Most bidders view themselves to be Financial 
Buyers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, unfortunately financial buyers make up the overwhelming majority of M&A



Strategic Bidders 

• Often commence negotiations under guise of financial bidders 
• But focus on “looking out the windshield” 
• “How can this acquisition leverage our other assets & capabilities?” 
• “How would we feel if our #1 competitor is the winning bidder?” 
• SaaS company multiples of 3 - 12X Revenue 
• Your/Your Investment Banker’s goals:   

• Move bidders from greed…….to fear (being #2 bidder) 
• Exude impression of an auction (to the only bidder!) 

• Starting as strategic investor or strategic partner is common 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, strategic bidders are prevalent, especially with technology product companies



Evolution of Private Equity Firms as 
Strategic Bidders 

•PE firms generally thought of as financial bidder 
•PE “roll-ups” becoming more common in some 
industries / regions 
•Some PE firms now acting as quasi-strategic 
bidders 

•Even in these cases, PE firms aim to capture 
most of the strategic value by building vertically-
integrated cluster to sell to “end-user” strategic 
bidder 

• Investment Bankers are good sources to 
identify PE firms which covet certain strategic 
assets/capabilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Something to tuck away that I won’t spend much time on, but PE firms can be quasi-strategic



Discussion Pause: Buyers and Value 

 

 
Rebuttal? 

War Stories? 
Want to discuss further? 



Lean Startup, Strategic Planning...and 
Exits? 

• Lean startup is good example of a Large Corporate America “best 
practice” (lean enterprise) being adapted and applied to startups 

• Focus is on being capital efficient, using iterative learning process to build 
products that customers want 

• Strategic Planning is another Large Corporate America “best 
practice”, but has not yet found widespread adoption with startups 

• Risk of yawn factor whenever anyone mentions Strategic Planning 
• BUT, hard to argue with using regularly visited goals & objectives, 

relentlessly comparing current state to desired state, and employing data-
driven decision to ensure adherence to strategy 

• Strategic Value Plan method: Bringing a highly targeted “strategic 
planning lite” approach to proactive efforts to drive a successful 
strategic acquisition.   

• If a company already has a comprehensive strategic plan, the SVP 
can become a component. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As some background, let’s talk about a couple existing management movements that helped shape the SVPLean startup, started by Eric Ries, focuses on validated learning, capital efficiency, and building for paying customersStrategic Planning has many shapes and flavors, but we will think of as a process to define strategic vision and objectives and quantitatively track progress SVP does not require one to know both of these movements, but we have drawn from their lessons



Strategic Value Plan (SVP) Evolution 

• 2010:  Outcomes Committee (30 members; 8 Subcommittees; 3 books) 
• Input from ACA & ARI Directors 
• First investee:  Znode (sold in 22 months) 
• Not yet adapted to medical devices 

• 2011:  Directors Course Launched (donated to ARI); Updated 
November 21, 2013 

• 2013-2014: Major revision of materials 
• Driving Lucrative Exits (by Building Strategic Value) (DLE) was an 

evolution of the approach document (benefitting from 50 new OTAF 
members, and several portfolio company CEOs) 

• Strategic Value Plan Method is newest version, and is pubicly being 
launched TODAY 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We didn’t build this overnightEvolutionary processContinually improved by members, CEOs, and BOD membersSVP is newest version



SVP Premises 

• SVP is not a quick flip strategy…….BUT, it does 
 

• Foster optionality & capital efficiency……AND 
 

• Asks the ABC BOD to apply the lean start-up capital 
efficiency approach and basic tenets of strategic 
planning to the M & A process 

 
• Provide a unique way to define and focus on, and 
improve key numbers behind the business.  If this 
leads to a successful M&A event, great!... 

 
• BUT in the mean time it will help guide and 
catalyze the company’s growth and the pace of 
their scaling 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sidebar on premature scaling



SVP’s Premises 

• If VCs sit on the BOD with a controlling position of the share 
class, angels most likely cannot drive the exit……so “take up 
the tuba” 

• Best way to grow shareholders’ value is by growing Strategic 
Buyers Value (SBV)…so 

• During the holding period this is the #1 job of 
Directors…but 

• Angel Directors need tools/training + aligned 
expectations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additionally, keep in mind that influence may be muzzled if VC controls share classAs we discussed, best way to maximize shareholder value is growing strategic value, and many directors lack tools and experience to do so, and that’s what we hope to improve with this method



Great Exits Start with the Entrance 

•Entrepreneur and investor alignment of 
interests is a vital part of a productive, profitable 
relationship 

•Alignment often centers around “definition of 
success” 

•A primary deal selection pass/fail criteria should 
be Exit Goal Congruence (EGC)! 

•SO:  How can we ensure EGC (Exit Goal 
Congruence)? 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before diving into the method, we need to make sure that everyone is calibratedDefinition of success must be aligned via ECG



OTAF’s Mission 

Turn great ideas into prized 
companies to build 

entrepreneurial wealth 
Build Ohio’s entrepreneurial 

wealth: 
   Financial Wealth 
   Experiential Wealth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And as a reminder, our mission is to build entrepreneurial wealth



OTAF’s Alignment Question 

“If we decide to invest in your ABC 
(Angel Backed Company) we will 
work really hard with you over the 
next 3 – 5 years so that in 3 – 5 
years you can sell your venture 
and put $3 – 5 million in your 
pocket, after taxes……….is that an 
adequate outcome for you and 
your family in light of all the hard 
work ahead?” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But we must keep in mind the empirical evidence of exits in our region Make sure we are realisticSo we always ask this question before ISC



When is SVP Introduced to 
Entrepreneurs? 

•Assumes that basic EGC has been established 
•Exit must be discussed in each pitch to our 
Investment Screening Committee (ISC) 

•Questions:   
•“In whose hands will your venture have 
the greatest value?” 

•“Why will your potential acquirers seek to 
be the highest/winning bidder?” 

•We provide copies of SVP and discuss the 10 
steps early 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we have established that out DOS is aligned, we then prod CEO to get them thinking about strategic value



How is the SVP Method Implemented? 

• As mentioned, SVP provided prior to Investment Screening Committee 
• As part of Due Diligence (DD), the DD team focuses on list of possible 

Targeted Strategic Bidders (TSBs) based on company’s position, 
which is guided by SWOT analysis 

• At first BOD meeting, OTAF Director provides BOD with SVP book 
(CEO must support this approach!)  

• If Independent Director (ID) not yet chosen, SVP steps should be reviewed 
at high level and this context may help with narrowing field 

• At second BOD meeting, BOD sets date to complete Step 1, and to 
formulate basic guiding strategy elements and Strategic Value 
Scorecard 

• Upon achieving Survival Cash-Flow Breakeven, narrow list of TSBs 
and Targeted Strategic Customers 

• Work through later exercises before engaging an Investment Banker 
(if necessary) 

• Provide company-retained Investment Banker candidates with SVP 
document and Strategic Value Scorecard during interview process 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, I promise that we will get to the 10 steps of the method, but let’s talk more about background. Not going to go through all these, but sufficient to say that it is a gradual process to implement



What Strategies Comprise SVP Method? 

• Capital efficiency 
• Control dilution 
• Build strategic value in eyes of TSBs 
• Attract attention of and maintain relationships with TSBs 
• Tell a good exit story 
• Develop marketing plans for TSCs 
• Provide a data-driven communication framework to 

foster behavior which increases strategic value 
• Scale only when ready and in a way that builds 

strategic value 
• Develop Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for 

foreseeable external events,  
• One goal is to minimizing distractions for CEO 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we go through it, let’s talk about the common themesCapital efficiency and dilution will be covered momentarilyDilution not bad, but must be good business decisionExit story and TSB attraction require good marketing and self promotion by CEOData-driven process.  Many parts of an SVP are Maxims and Morals, but just as much about measurable progress



Who Participates in the SVP Method? 

• CEO and BOD at a minimum 
• CEO decides which management team or other staff members 

to include, and we will refer to this team is the Strategic 
Execution Team (SET) 

• Clearly defined responsibilities and accountability for members of 
SET 

• Must also decide how far down the org chart to share 
aspects of SVP 

• May be tiered awareness 
• CEO must own process and hopefully will integrate into culture 

of company.  Although certain team members may not be in 
the loop on the SVP or the SVP tools, using the 
benchmarks/dashboards for different parts of the business has 
“stand-alone value” 

• As with many plans, the real challenge is communication 
and adoption, not the quality of the plan itself, and a good 
plan must address this reality. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus is on defined responsibility and accountabilityChallenge for CEO in motivating front line employee for an exit plan is that their job security is inversely correlated to their success!CEO chooses how far down to introduce SVP, but many aspects have standalone applicability and can be rolled out part and parcel



Discussion Pause: SVP Method 
Overview 

 

 
Rebuttal? 

War Stories? 
Want to discuss further? 



Four Essential SVP Tools: 
Capital Access Plan (CAP) 

•What does the company have to look like to 
attract multiple drooling, cash bidders? 

•How much dilutive/non-dilutive capital is needed? 
•Primary goals are: 

•Agree on milestones needed to attract 
necessary capital and use of funds once 
secured 

• Identify & pursue non-dilutive capital programs 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Great planEasy to attach as a tab on the cap table and/or financial model spreadsheet



Back to alignment... 
• Entrepreneurs deserve a clearer definition of success 

than “make as much $$$ as possible” …………so 
model their potential returns using an exit calculator 

• VC Experts used to offer Private Company Analysis 
Tool 

• OTAF has developed its CEO Payday Calculator 
• Free resource: 

https://www.smartasset.com/infographic/startup 
 

• SO:  How can we ensure EGC (Exit Goal 
Congruence), and how can we objectively evaluate 
impact of future capital on our ability to achieve our 
previously defined “success”? 
 
 

Four Essential SVP Tools: 
CEO Payday Calculator 



Step 1: Enter required data on current or previous round size 
 

Four Essential SVP Tools: 
CEO Payday Calculator 



Step 2: Enter required data on next round size 
 

Four Essential SVP Tools: 
CEO Payday Calculator 



Step 2: Enter required data on next round size 
 

Four Essential SVP Tools: 
CEO Payday Calculator 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interesting points stemming from option pool refresh:50% uptick only equal to 28% share priceBuying your pro-rata does not reserve you the same amount of % ownership 



Step 3: Use Goal Seek feature on Excel to determine minimum 
exit for target IRR, target founder exit proceeds, or any other 
goal.  Can also be used to determine how much bigger exit must 
be to get same economics after new round of dilutive funding 
 

 

Four Essential SVP Tools: 
CEO Payday Calculator 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is really specific to our model, but just shows you that the Goal Seek function on Excel is very useful in scenario analysis



Step 4: Prepare summary table to guide discussion 
 

Four Essential SVP Tools: 
CEO Payday Calculator 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And, you can come up with a nice summary table to feed the output into to make it easier to present



• One or two page MAXIMUM document which combines: 
• Guiding strategy statements and various KPIs 

• Some elements may include: 
• Strategic vision statement 
• Strategic objectives? 
• KPIs (ideally current state, desired state, and trend) 
• Cash position and financial ratios 
• Dashboards 
• LIST OF RESPONSIBLE PARTIES 
• Top 5 TSBs and TSCs (once known) 
• SWOT highlights 
• Strategic Value Index (current and trend) 

 
 

 
 

Four Essential SVP Tools: 
Strategic Value Scorecard (SVS) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may think that we are just coming up with fancy names for existing business tools, and you are partially correct!Goal is not to get too far into weedsMany thing that can go into it, but at the least should contain guiding strategy statements, objectives with KPIsOne of which should be % to completion on Clean Books and RecordsPowerful to show trend as well as current and desired valuesAnd SVI...which is???



•A component of the SVS 
•“Master KPI” to track progress of all 
SVP objectives 

•Ideally, changes should be positively 
correlated to change in strategic value 

•All objectives quantifiable and 
standardized for 0-100 scale 

•SVI can be equal-weighted or adjusted 
based on perceived importance/priority  

 
 
 

Four Essential SVP Tools: 
Strategic Value Index (SVI) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like the SVS, this concept is not new, but this way of application is helpfulNot rocket science, but better than voodoo or witchcraftCan EW or weight according to priority



• Example of different types of objectives and how 
scored: 

• Yes/No  
• Hire CTO with GOOG/ AAPL experience, not yet 

complete = 0% 
• Current state as percentage of desired state 

• Goal of $200K/mo ARR, current ARR is $20K/mo 
= 10% 

• Percentage to completion 
• 30 items on checklist, 15 items are complete = 

50%  
• In this case, SVI = (0 + 10 + 50) / 3 = 20 (out of 100) 

 

 
 

Four Essential SVP Tools: 
Strategic Value Index (SVI) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here’s a basic exampleCould just as easily substitute cash-to-close, user renewal rates, you name it!If you change the composition, add a note to SVS and document why



Discussion Pause: CAP, PDC, SVS, and 
SVI 

 

 
Rebuttal? 

War Stories? 
Want to discuss further? 



SVP’s 10 Steps 

1) Take Inventory 
2) Identify Potential Strategic Bidders  
3) Complete the Strategic Value Scorecard 
4) Prioritize Top 5 TSBs 
5) Communicate an “Exit Story” 
6) Design & Implement (TSC) Sales & Marketing 

Plans 
7) Track the Top TSBs and TSCs 
8) Review Checklists in Ultimate Exits Workbook 
9) Build Relationships with Investment Bankers 
10)Engage Investment Banker (If Needed) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will go through these as fast or slow as everyone wants



Step 1:  Take Inventory 

• Strengths (a) Strategic Assets:  What you own 
• IP & Trade Secrets; business processes 
•Regulatory approvals (510[k], UL, ISO, 
etc.) 
 

• Strenghts (b) Strategic Capabilities:  What your team does 
•Sales process 
•Creative design or unique user interface 

•Also look at weaknesses, opportunities, 
threats, and constraints 

   



Step 2: Identify Potential TSBs 

•Think expansively at this stage:  
Potential strategic fit 

•“Who makes money when we make 
money?”  

•Disregard financial engineers (e.g. 
large funds doing roll-ups) as they 
are hard to predict 



Step 3: Complete Strategic Value 
Scorecard 

•See prior slide on SVS 
•May be built from scratch, or can use 
existing strategic plan template and 
modify to meet needs of SVS 

•No template provided because of how 
unique they are to each company, and so 
that adequate thought goes into how they 
should be built 

 



Step 4: Prioritize Top 5 TSBs 

• Ability to pay $50 MM* cash in 3 – 5 years 
• Access to credit if insufficient cash on hand 
• Average deal size? 
• 15% of revenues? 

• Willingness to bid? 
• Dedicated M & A team? 
• Recently lost another deal? 
• Despised arch rival? 

• Other factors?  
• Are you already connected via investment, reseller 

agreement, or partnership? 
 

*INSERT YOUR TARGET EXIT HERE  
 



Step 5: Communicate an Exit Story 

•Reaffirm strategy, mission, priority markets, 
advantages, etc. 

•Build internal valuation 
•Catalogue client/user success stories 
•Develop point of emphasis for each TSB or type 
of TSB 

•Merge into “teaser” executive summary and 
presentation 

• Identify communication targets and channels, 
as well as internal communicators 

 
 



Step 6:  Design & Implement TSC Sales 
& Marketing Plans 

• After achieving Survival CFBE all prospects are no 
longer alike 

• Can you sell anything to or for a TSB?  
• Can they sell anything of yours? 

• Targeted Strategic Customers (TSCs) are those 
which impress TSBs  

• Identify TSCs 
• Select 2 TSCs for each TSB (to build Buyers 
Value) 

• Design TSC marketing plans for each (Appendix) 
• A TSC can be a TSB! 
 
 



Step 7: Track 5 TSBs & TSCs 

•At BOD meetings, for each TSB (and 
TSC for some items) discuss: 
•Acquisitions, press releases 
•Stock price & analysts reports 
•Any ties with their Directors? 
•Fill in org. chart; Progress meeting the 
internal champions who must support 
making a bid; bidding authority? 

•Perform “SWOT lite” for each 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last one is time consuming, but will alert you to Suddenly Needy Bidders that we will discuss later



Step 7: Track 5 TSBs & TSCs 

•Extra Credit: 
•Determine your “Strategic Adjusted 
EBITDA” in the eyes of the top TSBs.  
Take current Income Statement and 
reduce relevant expenses based on 
TSBs economies of scale or duplicate 
resources, and look at any “synergy 
multipliers” for revenue items based on 
their user base, sales force, etc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not going to spend much time here, but this can be a very valuable step



Step 8: Use Sellers’ Checklists 

• Download Dr. Tom McKaskill’s Ultimate Exits 
Workbook and notice the checklists: 
• Awareness & alignment index 
• Factors which increase final sale price 
• Factors which decrease final sale price 
• Strategic Exit Strategy Index 
• Operations Management Index 

• Other good checklists in Jerry L. Mills’ The Exit 
Strategy Handbook 



Step 9: Build Relationships with 
Investment Bankers 

• Find bankers with a presence in your region  
• Angel Director should lead interview process 

• Arrange regular visits (we call them “Investment 
Banker Days”) 
• 1 hr “M&A Market Overview” for larger audience  
• 2-3 hrs of targeted individual 20-30 minutes 
meetings with banker, CEO, and Directors of 4-8 
companies 

• Any “Suddenly Needy Bidders” (SNBs) to drive 
dialogue? 
• Keep an eye on TSB/TSCs for tactical 
opportunities  due to urgent problems caused by 
new external or internal threats? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Banker days is the best thing that we’ve done in this stepThey should be happy to come as it is a great biz dev opportunity



Step 10: Engage Banker (If Needed) 

•As with VC selection, it is best if CEO does not 
select the Investment Banker (if BOD engages 
one) 

•Review SVP book handouts: 
•Sample Engagement Letter 
•Discussion Questions for Bankers 
• Investment Banker Questionnaire 
•M & A Checklists + IOI & LOI examples 

•Investment Banking is a “contact” sport 
•Strong network including contacts in the 
relevant business units of your TSBs 



Discussion Pause: 10 Steps 

 

 
Rebuttal? 

War Stories? 
Want to discuss further? 



Enabling Ultimate Exits 

“Start the process by thinking of 
your business as a product you are 
going to package for a very  
selective customer…..the buyer 
who will pay the highest price.”  

     Dr. Tom McKaskill, Ultimate Exits 
 



SVP In Summary:  Not Just a “Quick 
Flip” 

• Without SVP: 
• “Just build a great company and buyers will arrive” 
• “The exit is the problem of the VCs/Banker” 

• With SVP: 
• Exit Goal Congruence and exit reality (no unicorns) 
• Encourage capital efficiency and manage dilution 
• Prioritize strategic goals based on ability to increase strategic value 
• Facilitates data-driven communication around goals and progress 

toward their achievement 
• Not something forced by BOD and only discussed once per month/quarter 

• Could attract pre-qualified bidders sooner 
• Guide the attainment of and pace of growth 
• Align HR strategy 
• But……not forced to sell (BOD’s decision) 

 
 
 



Final Discussion 

 
 

Rebuttal? 
War Stories? 

Want to discuss further? 



DISCLAIMER:  Nothing contained herein is intended 
to be, nor should be construed as, providing legal, 
accounting, or investment advice. We are merely 
highlighting such topics with the hope that you will 
become sufficiently curious to engage your own 
professional advisors in these fields. Early stage 
investing involves a very high risk of complete loss 
and may only be appropriate for accredited 
investors.  

 

What did you expect for 
$90 including 2 books? 

 
“ ” 

Disclaimer 
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